
The principle aim of this paper is to analyse the perception of the national idea in the
Polish area at the beginning of the 20th century in dependence on ideological discourse of the
different political parties. In this respect we can identify two paradigms as the main
competitors in the Polish case, namely the modern nationalism, which was represented by the
National Democratic Party, and socialism, which was splitted due to the contradictory
attitudes about the national question into two factions, the Polish Socialist Party and the
Social Democracy of the Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania.
As the initial concept of the national identity, which the modern conceptions were
forced to face, is possible to consider the legacy of the so called “noble republicanism“, that
identified the Polish nationality with the loyalty and willingness to the collective aims. Within
the context of the negative inspiration of the political concepts as a stable trend of the Polish
thought both nationalist and socialist discourse attempted to refuse the tradition of the noble
identity and also the political principles and cultural „organic work“ of the positivists.
However, the detailed comparison of national-democratic and socialist approach to the
Polish question proved, that both mutually antagonistic conceptions did not avoid common
paradoxy, because they were not able to define the principles of the national being
unambiguously. On the basis of the Eric Hobsbawm´s theory is therefore possible to claim,
that both national discourses were forced to oscillate between political and ethnic concept of
the nation, because they emphasized not only the necessity of the cultural and language
homogeneity, but also the importance of the common virtues and goals. The ambivalence of
the national question was moreover pointed out by the split of the socialist camp, whose
internationalist faction fully denied the national entity, whereas the faction of the patriots
understood the national emancipation as a tool of the achievement of socialism.


